Abstract. One type of generalized Hausdorff matrix is the lower triangular matrix with entries h"k = (""-%)&!'~k»k, where Ae" = vn -v"+l, vn = J'¿7"+<* dß(t) for some ß(t) of bounded variation on [0, 1] and for some a > 0. The matrix Ha generated by v" = (n + a + 1)_1 is shown to be a subnormal operator on I2 if a is a nonnegative integer.
1. Introduction and summary. One type of generalized Hausdorff matrix is the lower triangular matrix with entries *.-(::
-ky-\.
where Ar, -»■-Vuvn=(\"+adß (t) for some ß(t) of bounded variation on [0, 1] and for some a > 0 (see [4] ). Let
Ha denote the generalized Hausdorff matrix generated by vn = fx0t"+a dt. Then hnk = (n + a + l)~x, so that Ha is a factorable matrix. (A lower triangular matrix A = (ank) is called factorable if a"¿ = bnck when k < n.) By [7, Theorem 2] , any matrix which formally commutes with Ha must be triangular and, hence, by the proof of Theorem 198 in [3] , must also be a generalized Hausdorff matrix. Thus, the operators on I2 which commute with Ha are all generalized Hausdorff matrices. (For each a, the commutant of Ha is a closed algebra of operators. For a ¥= ß, the only operators which commute with both Ha and Hß are the zero operator and the identity operator.) Our main result is that, for every nonnegative integer a, Ha is a subnormal operator on I1 and hence, by Yoshino's theorem [8] and the comments above, so is any generalized Hausdorff matrix which maps I2 into I2 and commutes with Ha. We explicitly describe a Borel probability measure ua on the closed unit disk (actually on the circles \z -n/(n + 1)| = \/(n + 1)) such that / -Ha is unitarily equivalent to the operator/(z) -^ zf(z) acting on H2(pa), the closure of the polynomials in the metric of L2( jua). For a = 0, this result was obtained in [5] , [6] . For a a positive integer, the result is new. We are unable to determine whether Ha is subnormal for nonnegative noninteger values of a. Our approach relies on the methods and results of [1] , [5] , [6] . 2 . Let a > 0. We consider Ha as a linear transformation on l2 or, equivalently, on the Hardy space H2 of functions/(z) = 1,anz" analytic for \z\ < 1 with 2|a"|2 < oo. To simplify Ah(x,y), put k' = k -h + 2 + 2x, and then let m = 2x + 1, a = h -1 -x + iy, ß = h -1-x -iy, c = h -2x -lin Saalschiitz's Theorem to get
Ah(x,y) -\X(x + 1 + iy)\2\T(h -\-x + iy)\2
x {r2(/7)r(2x + 2)|r(-x + 7»|2}~'.
It follows that Ah(x,y) = Bh(x,y), which establishes the theorem except for the verification that ßh is a probability measure. But this follows from the observation that
